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Omega Speedmaster automatic ST3760822 - Lemania 5100
This  is the extreem rare limited edition of 1987

Item number:  8922838061

 Email to a  friend

Bidding has ended for this item
If  you are a winner,  Sign In for your status.

List  an item like this  or  buy a similar item below.

The seller ended this  listing early because the item is no longer  available for sale.

This  item or  one like it has been relisted.

Supersize

Starting bid: EUR 4,200.00 

(Approximately  US $5,347.86)   

 price: EUR 4,800.00 

Ended: Apr-09-06 13:24:35 PDT

Ships to: Will arrange for local pickup only (no
shipping).

Item location: Tiel (The Netherlands),  Netherlands

History: 0  bids

You can also:  Email to a  friend

Listing and payment details:  Show

Meet the seller
Seller: peterpan1933  ( 79 )

Feedback: 96.5% Positive
Member: since Nov-30-00 in  Netherlands
  Read feedback comments
  Add to Favorite Sellers
  View seller's other items

Buy safely
1.  Check the seller's reputation

Score:  79 | 96.5% Positive
Read feedback comments

2.  Learn how you are protected
Free PayPal Buyer Protection.  
See eligibility

Returns: Seller  accepts returns. 
Der Käufer hat das Recht,  den Artikel
zurückzugeben

Description

Item Specifics - Wristwatches
Brand: Omega Casing: Stainless Steel

Model: Speedmaster Watchband: Stainless Steel

Year of manufacture: 1987 Inlayed: None

Type: Automatic Clasp: Deployment

Style: Complications Condition: Used

Function & Features: Chronograph, Chronometer,  Day & Date Gender: --

This  translation is provided as a service.  eBay cannot  guarantee its accuracy. View Item Specifics  in  original  language.

This is your chance to become the proud owner of the extreme rare -like new- Omega Speedmaster Lemania 5100 cal.
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1045. Ref. ST3760822.

This is the ONLY ever produced automatic first model Speemaster. In 1987 only 1200 pieces were produced worldwide
and that makes this beauty the most sought after of all  Omega speedmasters. Look at the pictures and you will see
that the watch looks like new. only minor scratches are there because of normal wear.

The watch comes with its original box and a one year full waranty. I ship worldwide (registered non insured for Euro
25,00) and you can pay by bank or by using paypal at actual costs.

If you have any questions whatsoever please ask, I will be happy to answer them. I am a watch collector and watch
enthusiast. This watch has to go for private reasons, with pain in my hart.

 

Select a  picture

Larger Picture

FREE Counters and Services from Andale

Shipping, payment details and return policy
Services available
Check item description and payment instructions or  contact  seller for details.

Will arrange for local pickup only (no shipping).

Seller's return policy:
Return policy  may differ  for international  buyers. Contact  seller for more details. Learn more.

Payment methods accepted
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Cash on pickup
Other - See Payment Instructions for payment methods accepted

Learn about payment methods.

Where to go next?

Back to list of items  |  Printer Version   |   Safe Trading Tips  

Seller  assumes all  responsibility  for listing this  item.
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